Marine

Contractors Equipment
For construction companies and general contractors, any loss or damage to tools and machinery can result
in long-lasting impacts to their bottom line. At CNA, we deliver in-depth expertise and customized solutions
tailored to each business’s unique needs. We offer a broad range of products for Inland Marine, and our
industry-leading Risk Control services help customers identify and address risk exposures, with a focus on
providing superior support.

Appetite
• General Phase 1 and 2 land improvement

Available Coverage Extensions
• Equipment loaned to others

• Streets and roads

• Expediting expense

• Select energy services

• Newly acquired property

• Select crane, rigging and structural erection

• Pollutant cleanup and removal

Coverages
• Contractors Equipment Property, including mobile equipment,
tools and employee tools

• Similar Property of Others in Your Care Custody and Control

• Preservation of property
• Rental reimbursement
• Short-term equipment leased, borrowed or rented
from others

• Includes property in transit

• Unintentional Errors & Omissions

• Business interruption and extra expense

• Waterborne property while in transit

Additional Coverages
• Arson and crime reward

• Data restoration expense
• Debris removal
• Fire department service charge and extinguishing expense
• Loss adjustment expense
• Maintenance supplies, spare parts and fuel
• Recharge of fire protection equipment

• Weight of load
• Earth movement
• Flood coverage
• Reporting form
• Deductibles
Collaborative Approach
CNA’s Marine underwriters work closely with specialized teams
to deliver effective solutions you can rely on. Our Inland Marine
team helps companies of all sizes prepare for the unexpected,
providing critical coverage and support when it matters most.
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Industry-Leading Risk Control Services
CNA’s Risk Control program spans all fields of Inland Marine
insurance. Using cutting-edge technology and deep Construction
industry expertise and focus, our Risk Control consultants offer
systematic, sustainable solutions that help contractors and
owners mitigate risk and protect their bottom line.
Inland Marine Claims Specialists
We handle claims worldwide, from reporting to resolution. Our
seamless, personalized and consistent approach involves direct
access to Claims specialists with deep construction industry
experience, such as handling adjusters, to provide superior
support for policyholders when and where
they need it.

Stability and Financial Strength
CNA is one of the largest U.S. commercial property and
casualty insurance companies. Backed by more than
125 years of experience, CNA provides a broad range
of standard and specialized insurance products and
services for businesses and professionals in the U.S.,
Canada and Europe.

For more information, visit cna.com/marine.
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